
Welcome

Welcome to the 2016-2017 school year! We look forward to getting to know you over 
the next few years.  The "Middle Years" are a journey of significant emotional, social, 
physical, spiritual, intellectual growth and discovery. This handbook maps out some of 
the ways in which we approach the adolescent journey. With this in mind, we hope our 
students engage and explore while learning new skills, honing strengths, and striving to 
be confident, happy and caring citizens.


In the ASP Middle School we know:


● each person is deserving of respect and caring;


● all community members - students and staff - are capable of learning;


● all community members have the right to learn and work in an environment that 
fosters a feeling of comfort and self-esteem and that is safe;


● conflict should be handled in ways that show respect for oneself and others and 
for the physical and emotional safety of all;


● individuality and diversity in backgrounds and culture need to be respected; 


● all community members can make choices that contribute to our mutual 
success.


We are very pleased that you have chosen to join us during this school year. Please take 
the time to carefully review this handbook because it provides a common framework 
and language for our community.  


The Values we uphold at ASP


In the ASP Middle School we strive to create an environment that promotes happiness 
and well being and believe that academic and social-emotional  growth are always 
possible. We are committed to creating a community of learners who are: 


● Compassionate: They show empathy and are willing to sacrifice their own 
interests for the good of others and the group. 


● Connected: They embrace the responsibility that comes with being part of a 
community, actively taking care of relationships and realizing the impact of their 
actions on themselves, others and the planet. 


● Open: They embrace diversity and are open to new ideas and perspectives, 
willing to change their own point of view as they learn from others. 


● Courageous: They stand up for what is right even in the face of social pressures 
and are willing to move outside of their comfort zone and try something new. 
They have the courage to explore new ideas, roles, and strategies as they 
encounter unfamiliar situations and new challenges.




● Resilient: They exhibit perseverance when faced with challenges, see effort as a 
path to mastery, and actively learn from mistakes. 


● Responsible: They act with honesty and integrity and take ownership for their 
actions. They fulfill their commitments and understand the importance of being 
prepared each day.  


● Reflective: They look critically at their own strengths and limitations in a spirit of 
continuous growth and improvement


The School Day


School officially opens at 8:45 a.m. with a 10 minute check in with advisors. It is here 
that attendance is taken, messages are delivered and we do activities to get focused 
for the rest of the day. 


There are four 70 minute blocks per day. Over the course of two days students will 
complete a full cycle of 8 courses which include: English, Math, Science, Social 
Studies, French, PE/Health and two elective choices. 


Each day we have a flex block for 35 minutes in the afternoon.  This block is dedicated 
to the following: assembly, advisory, and study hall time. 


Students are dismissed at 3:30 and the first run of school buses leaves at 3:40. 
Students may stay after school to complete homework, do research in the library, 
attend our Humanities or Math Labs, or participate in the activities and sports that are 
offered.   Late buses run at 5:15 and 6:30. Below you will find a visualization of the 
daily schedule. 


8:45-8:55 Advisory

9:00-10:10 Block

15 min Break BREAK

10:25-11:35 Block

11:35-12:25 LUNCH

12:25-1:35 Block

1:40-2:15 FLEX/ ADVISORY

2:20-3:30 Block



Academics: How Student Work is Evaluated


Achievement in the academics and arts is evaluated in a variety of ways.


The most important factor is whether students have mastered the required knowledge 
and skills. This is measured by:  oral work, written work (coursework, essays, problem-
solving, tests, projects, etc.), practical work and performances. However, other criteria 
may include creativity, personal initiative, and class participation, completion of 
homework assignments, and punctuality in submitting assignments.


Self-evaluation


Teachers will guide students in evaluating their own progress during the year.  The 
goals are:


• 	 that students understand their personal learning style, including strengths and 
weaknesses;


• 	 that at the end of each term, students look both backwards and forwards by 
assessing how well they have met their past goals and by setting new ones;


• 	 that they set goals that are appropriate for individual ability and needs; and


• 	 that students take personal responsibility for meeting these goals.


Report cards


Report cards are issued for each subject at the end of each of the two terms.  These 
give an achievement grade (A, B, C, D, F) along with information showing how well you 
met the standards for each course. Finally, they also include comments from each 
teacher on student progress and areas for growth.


Online Grading System


All grades and report cards are available online. Student and parents are encouraged to 
monitor assignments, grades and progress toward their goals throughout the semester 
by using the online grading system.


Standardized tests


Standardized tests are taken in the fall and again in the spring: the MAP Test, Measures 
of Academic Progress, developed by Northwest Evaluation Association.  MAP Tests are 
taken online.  These tests measure your individual growth and achievement in 
mathematics, reading and science.


Academic probation


A student may be placed on Academic Probation if there is a report card grade of F or if 
there are two grades of D+ or below.  Probation is a serious warning.  If a student 
remains on academic probation for more than one term, he is in danger of not being 
promoted to the next grade level. 




How Teachers Communicate with  Parents 


For a student to be successful, parents and teachers need to be working in harmony.  
We try to promote good communication in various ways:


● Powerschool: Teachers update Powerschool with grades on an ongoing basis.  
Teachers will frequently add specific notes for students and parents about the 
performance on a specific task. 


● Haiku: This online academic information system has all student major 
assignments and information about each class all on one convenient website. 


● The Middle School Open House evening is when the teachers introduce all 
aspects of the program to the parents.


● Conferences allow for face-to-face communication between advisors, teachers, 
students and parents. 


● Report Cards are issued for each of the two terms a year:  in early January, and a 
week after the close of school.


● The Middle School Newsletter is sent to parents by e-mail most Wednesdays.


Attendance


Parents are kindly asked to call the office by 9:00 AM if their son or daughter will not be 
at school that day. Success in the academic program in the Middle School depends on 
regular and punctual attendance. Our educational philosophy places high value on the 
learning process during these formative years, and students need to be active 
participants in their classes to achieve the maximum benefits of an ASP education. 


We realize, however, that there are some times in which students cannot be in school. 
ASP trusts that parents will remove their children from school only when they feel it 
absolutely necessary, and therefore all parent-approved absences are deemed 
“excused.”


To help ensure the safety, health, and security of our community, it is very important that 
the school is contacted if your child is not able to come to school. If this process is 
followed, full credit will be given for all work that is made up in the time-frame agreed 
upon between student and teacher. 


Projects, papers and homework must be turned in directly to teachers as arranged, 
missed tests and quizzes must be made up during a pre-arranged time. 


If a student is absent from school, then that student will not be allowed to participate in 
after-school or evening school events on the day of the student’s absence unless 
otherwise mutually arranged by school and home.


 Extended Absences




Lengthy absences (more than three days) should be reported to the Director and 
Counselor, who will help the student work out a make-up plan that is fair to the student 
and teachers. The school cannot take responsibility for diminished achievement 
resulting from a student’s absence.  Teachers and administrators are unanimous in 
recommending that, whenever possible, trips and home leave be planned to coincide 
with school holidays. The student is responsible for making up the missed work. In all 
cases of extended absences students are expected to get an Absence Form from the 
Middle School office in advance of their absence and fill this out when they meet with 
their teachers to set a make-up schedule.


Citizenship and Conduct

Students at ASP are expected to conduct themselves, both on and off campus, in a 
manner which reflects well on themselves, the school, their families, and their countries. 
They should maintain standards of conduct that model the school’s mission statement 
and core beliefs. The Head of School and/or the Director reserves the right to take 
appropriate disciplinary action in the case of a violation of these standards.


ASP Disciplinary Philosophy 


We believe that realizing ASP's mission and core values is a continuous, developmental 
process and mistakes and lapses in judgment are learning opportunities. Our 
community works to instill ASP's shared values through open dialogue, teaching, and 
counseling. The ultimate goal for all ASP students is to develop appropriate, 
autonomous, and self-correcting behavior. All ASP disciplinary procedures are derived 
from these beliefs.


Community Expectations


Mutual respect and consideration are the keys to making our school a great place to be. 
Below are some more specific details that will no doubt create a positive experience for 
everyone.


Respect Yourself and Others at all times


● Respect the dignity and integrity of peers and teachers.  Treating everyone with 
kindness and compassion will make our community stronger. 


● Resolve conflicts through words not actions.  If you cannot resolve a conflict by 
yourself seek an adult who may help: teachers, advisors , the counselor or 
director. 


Maintain a safe, calm and clean school environment


● Facilities are shared during breaks, lunch, and recess; please be mindful of other 
classes and groups.


● Please help the cafeteria function smoothly by keeping food on your plate and 



chatting calmly with your friends.


● Clean your table and push in your chair and recycle or dispose of trash in 
appropriate containers.


● Place litter in trash cans and place aluminum cans, plastic, and paper in recycling 
bins–out of respect for your colleagues and the environment, it is every student’s 
obligation to help keep our campus clean and attractive inside and outside the 
classroom


Disciplinary Procedures Information


As a school, our priority is to assure a safe learning environment, free from disruptions.  
Rules and regulations are established for the safety and well-being of all students in our 
school. Failure to abide by school rules or to maintain appropriate conduct will result in 
disciplinary consequences. School rules apply in school, on school grounds, on school 
buses and at school related activities. Any incident that happens outside of school, but 
still affects the learning environment at school will be handled as a disciplinary incident. 


The school works to turn mistakes and lapses in good judgment into learning 
opportunities. Students who violate school rules will be subject to consequences. The 
gravity of the violation and the student’s individual discipline record will be considered 
when assigning consequences. Because of the various influences that affect the nature 
of discipline cases, it is difficult to codify offenses and consequences. If a student has 
violated a school rule within the classroom, the teacher will initiate procedures to 
correct the observed behavior. The teacher will work cooperatively with the student, 
parent and counselor to assist the student in understanding his/her responsibility for a 
change in conduct. Any repeated or more serious behavior incidents are referred 
directly to the MS Director. 


Depending on the nature of the offense, the school may pursue the following avenues:


● Telephone call home


● Conference with student and/or parent


● Special projects


● Meeting after class


● After-school/Recess reflection time


● Behavior Contracts


● Parental Conferences


● In-school suspensions


● Out-of-school suspensions


● Other consequences deemed appropriate by the school administration to protect 
the rights of other students and assist the student involved to grow and mature




● For the worst offenses, students may be expelled from ASP


Violations of the standards of basic conduct that prevail in our community can result in 
immediate suspension or worse from school; some specific examples include:


● Harassment –  relational aggression in physical or verbal ways on or off campus


● Cyberbullying


● Stealing


● Dishonesty


● Vandalism / Destruction of property


● Frequent violations of school citizenship, community and respect expectations


● Use of tobacco, drugs or alcohol on campus


Dress Appropriately for School


We operate on the premise that students can and should be able to choose their own 
clothing. ASP has no uniform policy, however, students are expected to dress 
appropriately for school. The expectations for appropriate dress are that students:


● Wear neat and clean clothes


● Do not wear t-shirts and sweatshirts/sweaters/clothing that display offensive and 
developmentally inappropriate words, pictures or slogans


● While in class do not wear hats, including baseball caps, visors, bandanas unless 
otherwise stated by the instructor


● Ensure that undergarments are not visible and that shirts, skirts and shorts are of 
the appropriate length.


● Ensure clothes do not offend any of our diverse cultural sensitivities.


● In Physical Health Education students must wear proper clothing that is 
conducive to movement and safety: T-shirts, tennis shoes and socks, shorts or 
sweatpants/warm-ups.  Jeans and cargo pants are not considered appropriate.


The 1:1 Program: Middle School Digital Citizenship


At ASP we believe that every child must learn to be a safe and responsible digital citizen 
and an effective, independent digital learner. Technology has become an indispensable 
part of so much that we do; and while we know that children take quickly to technology, 
there are vital skills that they need their parents and teachers to help them learn. For 
example:


● How to keep themselves safe and manage their online digital identity and 
‘footprints’




● How to use technology responsibly and be good digital citizens, respectful of 
others and their creative work


● How to do effective research and find the information they really need from the 
vast amount of material available


● How to evaluate sources and appropriately acknowledge those that they use


● How to synthesize and create their own truly original work


● How to present and publish their work using the most effective media and tools


● How to manage and maintain the technology they use; look after a computer, 
backup their files, get connected to networks, etc


● How to decide when to use technology, and when to use other resources and 
tools.


The ASP Middle School Laptop Program enables us to exploit the benefits of 
technology for student learning by ensuring that it is readily accessible whenever it is 
needed. It increases teachers’ capacity to provide for individual learners’ needs. It 
provides a safe and structured environment for students to become responsible users 
of technology. It expands the potential for creative and constructive use of technology 
by opening students’ minds to a wider range of applications and resources and helping 
them gain the skills needed to explore them.


This program is an essential component of ASP’s strategies to fully equip students to 
survive and thrive in the digital 21st century.


Laptop Use Agreement


The following guidelines have been designed to help you use your Macbook 
successfully as a tool for education.  The guidelines are broken up into three categories: 


● Safety and Care of the Laptop


● Effective Engagement in Learning


● Respectful and Ethical Behavior


When students do not follow any of the expectations listed below, their teachers will 
document those events on a common record.  Any serious infractions, or repeated 
behavior that interferes with safety or the learning environment will result in a laptop 
being taken away at the end of the day, parents being notified, and other possible 
disciplinary consequences.  


Safety and care of the Laptop


1. I will come to school with my computer fully charged.


2. I will carry my computer zipped in its case


3. I will walk (not run) with my computer. 




4. I will use my computer on steady surfaces, not on my lap nor on the floor, and 
only  in classrooms, not in the cafeteria, on the field nor while traveling to and 
from school, unless directed by a teacher.


5. I will keep my computer in my possession or in an appropriate, safe place at 
all times. 


6. If I have a problem with my laptop, I will take it to the Help Center as soon as 
possible.


Effective Engagement in Learning


7. In class, I will open and close my laptop when the teacher instructs me to do 
so.


8. During class, when using any computer device, I will use only the applications 
and websites as approved by my teacher.


9. I will not chat or send e-mail during classes unless instructed by my teacher.


10. I will not let anyone else use or borrow my laptop unless instructed by the 
teacher.


11. I will not install personal games or applications on my laptop without 
approval.


Respectful and Ethical Behavior


12. I will not reconfigure or change the settings of someone else’s computer.  


13. I will not use anybody else’s password to gain access to their private 
information or accounts.


14. I will not willfully delete or alter someone else’s work or photos when working 
with others on a shared document.


15. I will not engage in cyberbullying, either actively or passively.


16. I will not cheat or plagiarize.


17. I will not post or send videos or photos of anyone without his/her permission.


For a full explanation of our laptop program, please refer to our Laptop Program 
Handbook


The Advisory System


The advisory system is the heart of ASP's Middle School.  The advisor is a teacher who 
works with a group of 12-15 students throughout the year in homeroom and who serves 
a variety of roles:


● to get to know each student especially well


● to be a person students  can turn to in case of difficulty;




● to foster self-esteem and positive social relationships, especially within the 
advisory group;


● to follow academic progress by keeping in contact with the other teachers;


● to work with the other teachers to help students if they are having academic or 
social problems;


● to be the key link between a student's teachers and parents;


● to help students to develop good social skills, such as learning to make friends, 
deal with frustration, and resolve conflict;


● to help students to learn to deal with emotions and problems of maturing, 
formulating values, and making decisions;


● to create a better understanding of the world we live in by discussing current 
problems;


● to inspire students to develop a sense of responsibility within the school and the 
global community.


In September, advisors and advisees take an Outward Bound team-building trip 
together.  The sixth graders spend four nights in the Savoie region of the French Alps 
while the seventh and eighth graders spend seven nights at Ullswater in the rugged 
Lake District of northern England. By the end of the week, no student is ‘new’ to the 
Middle School.


The Extra-Curricular Program


Many different extra-curricular activities take place after school.  The late buses are 
available for students involved in extra-curricular activities, as long as they are regular 
riders of the ASP buses. The buses in this limited service leave the campus at 5:15 and 
6:30.


Some Possible After-school activities


The Art Club is open weekly for those who want even more art time than they get in 
their regular art classes.


Debate Club helps students learn to express and defend opinions effectively and 
persuade the judges and audience. This club promotes public speaking techniques and 
while debating fun, interesting and intriguing topics.


The Green Team meets weekly to remind us to encourage and focus our community 
efforts to reduce, reuse and recycle.


Math Counts is in inter-school competitive mathematics program.  Students meet once 
or twice a week through the first half of the year in order to prepare.  They practice 
solving challenging problems both individually and as team members.




Model United Nations club meets weekly to role-play and debate international issues, 
leading to possible participation in conferences with other schools.


The MS Musical is a major event in our school community.  Rehearsals and production 
take place in the spring preparing for performances in the PAC.


The String Ensemble meets weekly for players of the violin and related instruments to 
work together under the leadership of a strings teacher.


The Student Council plays a central role in the life of the Middle School.  It coordinates 
numerous activities throughout the year that serve the school community as well as the 
wider world.  Its major annual fundraising event, the Walkathon, is held each spring.  It 
leads the students in choosing the charitable organizations that will benefit from this 
and other activities.  In addition, it organizes three parties a year and is also the main 
link between the student body and the administration of the school.


MS/US Yearbook Club members write, design and edit the section of the annual ASP 
yearbook devoted to the Middle School. Students will be taking pictures and creating 
pages for the annual publication.


Middle School Intramural Sports Program.


Middle School Intramural Sports change each of the three trimesters.  Examples include 
basketball, soccer, and cross-country running, track and field,


and softball.  These meet after school, usually ending by 5:00 p.m.


Upper School Athletics Program


Junior Varsity sports teams, under the sponsorship of the Upper School Athletics 
Department, are open to certain eligible Middle School students. These teams require 
several afternoons of training each week, often until 6:30 p.m., along with weekend 
matches against other schools.  The seasons end with participation in the International 
Schools Sports Tournaments (ISST’s).


Seventh grade students may be authorized to join Cross-country, Swimming, and Track 
and Field. However, they are not permitted to participate in competitions that require 
absence from school.  With teacher approval they may be able to join the teams that 
compete at the ISST tournaments at the end of each season.


In the eighth grade, students may participate fully in all Upper School athletics if they 
are in good academic standing.


During the season, students must keep up with their academic responsibilities. Before 
missing classes for an athletic or extra-curricular event, students will be asked to gather 
signatures on permission slips from their teachers and advisors indicating that they are 
in good academic standing and able to participate in the upcoming event.




Middle School Support  Services


The Middle School Counselor


The Counselor, Anthony Suzzi Valli , supports students and families in a variety of 
special roles. These include:


• 	 meeting with individual students or with a small group to discuss personal, social or 
academic concerns;


• 	 providing guidance to families concerning your development, either intellectually, 
socially, or in any other way;


• 	 referring families to professional tutors or other resources outside of the school in 
cases where they may need extra support.


The Learning Support teachers


When students have a special need that makes it harder for them to succeed in their 
school work, they may get special skills classes from these teachers.


The EAL teachers


Only half of ASP’s students speak English as their mother tongue.  When the other half 
are still in the earlier stages of learning the language get support from teachers of 
English as an Additional Language.


The Middle School Assistant


Patricia Connor is responsible for reporting on student absences, taking parent requests 
for conferences, recording late arrivals and early departures.


Parents may call Tricia and ask her to give students a message, but this should only be 
done if the matter is urgent. The MS Office number is: 01.41.12.82.74


The School Nurse


The School Nurses are present until 5:00 p.m.  If students ever have to take a 
medication, whether prescription or over-the-counter, it must be kept in the Nurse’s 
Office.


If a student feels ill during the school day, the student may ask their teacher to go to the 
nurse's office.  Once the student has recovered, the Nurse will give them a note and 
sending them back to class.  If necessary, she can call a doctor, or call parents.


Practical  Information


Lockers and personal belongings


Middle School students are expected to be responsible for their belongings and to keep 
them safely in their lockers. Student names should be marked on wallets, calculators, 
and other personal items.




During the day, students should use their locker to store extra books, jackets, cell 
phone and P.E. gear. Before students go to P.E. classes, they should store their 
valuables in their lockers rather than leaving them unattended in the changing rooms. 
Students should leave valuable personal items at home. Gaming devices, expensive 
headphones, music devices, personal laptops, tablets, for example, should not be 
brought to school.


The Cafeteria


Students are free to bring lunch from home every day or else to buy whatever they like 
in the Cafeteria using the Cafeteria card.  Students can eat lunch either in the Cafeteria 
or at the picnic tables on the lower terrace. Students who are staying after school for 
sports or activities can get a snack in the Cafeteria until 4:00 pm.


The Libraries


Middle School students can use two different libraries: sixth graders should use La 
Bibliothèque and seventh and eighth graders should use the Upper School Library. Both 
libraries have a wide variety of suitable literature and non-fiction.  Both also have fine 
reference facilities, including internet access.  Daily newspapers and periodicals are on 
hand and librarians are available to assist students. The libraries are open from 
8:30-5:00 Monday-Thursday.  Any students who want to go to the library after school 
should sign in with Tricia and then report to the library. 


Middle School FAQs for students


What should my parents do if I am absent?


Your parents are asked to let us know about this by the start of school in the morning, 
explain the reason for the absence, and tell us how long they expect that you will be 
out.  Your parents should call Tricia: 01.41.12.82.74 or e-mail her at pconnor@asparis.fr


What should I do if I’m absent?


It is your responsibility to call a classmate and find out what work you have missed. 
Please do your best not to be absent! You can never really  make  up  for  classes  that  
you  miss,  since  so much of what you learn takes place in the classroom, and is not 
just from books.  Teachers cannot make up for missed classes.


How many times may I be absent?


Having more than five unexcused absences per term is considered excessive.  If you are 
absent more than this, you may receive no report card grades for that term.


What do I do if I arrive late or leave early?


You should be in you Advisory room by 8:45.  If you arrive late (after 9:00), you should 
sign in on the iPad on Tricia’s desk. For special medical or dental treatment, your 
parents are urged to make such appointments for times after 4:00.  If you are being 



picked up during the school day for an appointment, your parents are asked to notify 
the Middle School Office by phone or email, explaining that you need to leave early. You 
must sign yourself out at the Middle School Office and obtain an Exit Pass which will 
allow you to exit past the gate guard.


What do I do with my Agenda?


An Agenda is given to all Middle School students at the beginning of the year.  In it, you 
record your homework assignments, and your advisor may check it at the end of the 
day.


May I stay after school?


You may remain at school after 3:40 if you are a member of an organized school activity.  
If you wish to remain on campus for other valid reasons (e.g., working with a teacher, 
doing research in one of the libraries, or attending a sports game) you are permitted to 
do so if you have signed- in on Tricia’s desk, indicating where you will be.You may not 
stay after school simply for social reasons, and you may not stay in classrooms unless 
you are being supervised by a teacher.


Can I use the phone in the Office?


Tricia will always let you call home from the Office phone.


When Can I use my cell phone?


You may use your cell phone only before and after your school day and during the break 
and lunch period. Your phone should be turned off and in your locker during the school 
day unless your teacher gives approval to use your phone for a specific purpose in 
class (camera, calculator, etc.). If your phone rings during class time, your phone may 
be taken and held in the office until the end of the day. If it happens a second time, your 
parent will be notified.


May I bring a guest to school?


At times, you may wish to invite a friend to spend a day with you at ASP.  In such cases, 
your parents are asked to write to the Director at least two days in advance and to 
provide contact information for your guest. You will usually get permission to do this as 
long as you are in good academic standing, and if the visit does not interfere with any 
classes.


To get permission to bring a guest to school, pick up a permission form from the MS 
Office and have each teacher and your counselor sign the form. Guests are not 
permitted to attend our off-campus trips, nor may you invite guests to our school 
dances/parties.


Who should I turn to if I’m upset?


You could begin by talking to your advisor, but you can also turn to the Counselor, other 
teachers or the Director.




What are the bus rules?


Students must safely wait for the bus on the sidewalk and board the bus in an orderly 
manner. Once the horn sounds at 3:40, you should immediately board the bus.


You should:  stay seated and keep your seat belt fastened; respect what the bus 
monitors and drivers tell you; behave and use language in ways that are appropriate for 
school. Please do not eat or drink (other than water) on the bus.


Bus monitors are asked to report to the Director when students are not behaving 
properly.  If there are repeated reports or any serious misbehavior, students may be 
suspended from using the bus.


What do I do if I lose my Cafeteria card?


Stop by the Admissions Office or write them an e-mail to tell them about this.  They will 
create a new card for you quickly, but there is a €10 fee.


